Time Plays. A new book by Percival

Percival is a Swedish writer and artist, author of more than 20 books in Swedish and a few in
English. His new book in English, Time Plays (292 pages; first edition: fifty-two numbered
and illustrated copies), has now been published. Also available in the year 2004: a slightly
revised limited art edition (293 pages), designed by the author. Cover design by Cecilia
Frank. At the end of Time Plays one can read: “Samuel Beckett once wrote: ‘Best wishes for
the future of Time Plays’. Now the future is here and Time Plays.”
Time Plays – a work in progress since the beginning of time? Yes, why not! At least it is a
miracle book, a book full of magic poetry dealing with time in a playful way. – Puns, plays,
visions, songs, science fiction, desert words, stories, a strange autobiography, a challenge ...
The spirit of four continents is present. – Time Plays – the sliding doors of time? Yes, in a way
... There are many exits and entrances. It is up to you to choose. The stage is there waiting
for your entrance...
Time Plays can be ordered from the publisher: Art Distribution, Askrikegatan 13, 115 57
Stockholm, Sweden, phone: +46-(0)8-6615433. Internet: www.artdistribution.se
Order by e-mail: percival_sunartashram@hotmail.com
Or by e-mail: office@ckm.se
You can also inquire for Percival’s books in a bookshop, e.g. at Bokmagasinet, Stockholm,
or at a bookshop called Hedengrens (Stockholm).
Samuel Beckett’s words about Words, Percival’s first book in English: “Many thanks for Words
which [I am] now reading with relish.”
Percival’s latest collections of essays: Fantasins mirakel (The Miracles of Imagination) and
Artaud, Beckett, Blake. His latest novels in Swedish: Den röde riddaren och hans drömda världar
(The Red Knight and His Dreamed Worlds) and Den nya människans historia – Lasarustecknet
(The History of the New Man. The Sign of Lazarus). – His latest drama books: Julen på
jorden (Christmas on Earth) published in 2001 by Carlsson Bokförlag, Stockholm, and I
samma säng (In One Bed). In 2003: Letters to Shanti (206 pages including photographs). Information about these books: Art Distribution – www.artdistribution.se

